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 Analysis of historical financials

 Financial spreads and cash flow

 Covenant testing

 Collateral analysis

 Guarantor analysis

 Typically completed by Credit 

Underwriter or Analyst

 Quarterly projections obtained when 

possible

 Covenants waived 

 Current due diligence searches

 High-touch: risk assessment based 

on conversations with borrower

 Completed by Relationship Manager 

or Portfolio Manager 

Traditional Annual Review Performance Based Review







Changes to the PBR Process for 2021

 Tiered strategy based on relationship size

 Large relationships reviewed quarterly with CCO sign off

 Medium sized relationships reviewed bi-annually with CCO sign off

 Small relationship reviewed annually with Team Leader sign off

 Move from Excel template to nCino template

 Customer data auto-fills

 Review ticklers update automatically upon completion

 Enhanced reporting



Ardmore 3rd Party Loan Review for Univest

Univest PBR 

Template

Ardmore 3rd
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Review

Ardmore’s 

myLoanReview 

Platform

Ardmore’s Review

Reporting and Summary

Summary and Exit 

Meeting between 

Ardmore & the 

Bank



Interagency Examiner Guidance for Assessing Safety and Soundness 

Considering the Effect of the COVID-19 Pandemic on Institutions 

Examiners will consider the unique, evolving, and potentially long-term nature of the issues 
confronting institutions and exercise appropriate flexibility in their supervisory response. 
Stresses caused by COVID-19 can adversely impact an institution’s financial condition and 
operational capabilities, even when institution management has appropriate governance and 
risk management systems in place to identify, monitor, and control risk. Examiners will 
continue to assess institutions in accordance with existing agency policies and procedures and 
may provide supervisory feedback, or downgrade an institution’s composite or component 
ratings, when conditions have deteriorated. In conducting their supervisory assessment, 
examiners will consider whether institution management has managed risk appropriately, 
including taking appropriate actions in response to stresses caused by COVID-19 impacts. 

The agencies have issued numerous statements related to supervisory policy since the 
declaration of the national emergency. Appropriate actions taken by institutions in good faith 
reliance on such statements, within applicable timeframes described in such statements, will 
not be subject to criticism or other supervisory action. 





Questions?

What’s Next?


